A comparative study to determine the shock absorption ability of two popular mouth guards available on the South African market

ABSTRACT
It is expected that most mouth guards will provide some level of protection to teeth. In this study a device was developed to measure the relative impact absorption of two different mouth guards (Proform, Type III vacuum-formed and Max, Type IV pressure laminate). Seven of each of the two types of mouth guards were made and each batch was exposed to between six and 10 impact trials.

Results:
The variations in shock absorption between the batches per mouth guard were found to be not statistically significant on a 1% significance level (two-way ANOVA and the Tukey multiple comparison test). Furthermore, impact absorption on the control where no mouth guard was in place, was more than four times lower. The Max mouth guard was found to be superior with a shock absorption value of 88%. It is advised that a mouth guard should always be used in all contact sports.

Clinical significance:
This study shows that the two tested mouth guards (Max and Proform) have the ability to significantly reduce the force of an impact on teeth.

INTRODUCTION
Mouth guards were originally introduced about 100 years ago for use by boxers. These prototypes were made from sponge, cotton, tape or small pieces of wood. Thus, mouth guards have a long history in sport as protective devices worn to prevent direct and indirect injuries to the teeth, soft tissues and jaw. Mouth guards have been shown to protect teeth against the energy generated from potentially traumatic blows. Instead of the energy being transferred directly to the underlying dentition, it is absorbed and dissipated. The mouth guard therefore functions as a shock absorber by reducing the forces applied to the oral structures.

Mouth guards keep the soft tissues away from the teeth. Displacement injuries and soft tissue lacerations are therefore reduced. Fractures of the teeth and the alveolar bone (including fractures of the mandible or its condyles) and concussion injuries may also be minimized and even prevented with the use of mouth guards. Although studies have demonstrated a decrease in dental injuries when mouth guards were used, their use in sport is not compulsory in most countries. The American Dental Association, however, has recommended the wearing of mouth guards in 29 sport/ exercise activities.

Custom-made mouth guards have been shown to provide better adaptation, retention, comfort and stability than over-the-counter versions like stock and “boil-and-bite” mouth guards. Further, when compared with mouth guards that are available from sporting goods stores, the custom-made appliances are shown to interfere minimally with speech and to have almost no effect on breathing.

A guard for personal use is made in the dental clinic or laboratory on a cast poured from an impression taken of the athlete’s mouth. These mouth guards are mostly made...
from ethylene polyvinyl acetate (EVA). They may be designed for a specific sport or to accommodate for patients with malocclusions, erupting teeth and other orthodontic needs, including fixed appliances. The disadvantage with this type of mouth guard is that at least two appointments are required with the dentist and it is more expensive than an over-the-counter purchase. However, the improved fit, retention and comfort justifies the higher cost and enhances the readiness of the sportsman to wear the protective, if somewhat cumbersome, guard.

Custom-made devices are manufactured either by using a single layer of EVA which is adapted to the plaster model of a patient’s teeth using low vacuum suction (Type III mouth guard) or by laminating multiple sheets of EVA over the model by using heat and high pressure to produce a Type IV pressure laminate mouth guard. The combination of high heat and pressure allows chemical integration of the layers and eliminates the probability of shrinkage. Both Type III and Type IV mouth guards have been recommended in favour of the over-the-counter types as they both adapt accurately to the athlete’s mouth. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to test the shock absorption ability of two different options of custom-made or model formed mouth guards available in South Africa i.e. the vacuum-formed mouth guard (Type III, Proform) and the pressure laminated mouth guard (Type IV, Max).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fourteen guards were manufactured in total i.e. seven of each of the two types. A single standard, reproducible model was used in the manufacture of the Max and Proform mouthguards. The process was standardized in terms of equipment used and heat and pressure applied and both types were manufactured by the same laboratory technician. The pressure-laminate mouth guards (Max) were produced using a Dreve Druformat machine (Dreve Dentamid, Unna, GmbH, Germany), applying six bars of pressure for 120 seconds. The vacuum-formed mouth guards (Proform) were manufactured on a Buffalo Econo-Va Vacuum Forming System (Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Inc., Syosset, NY, USA) with low vacuum suction and following the standard manufacturing technique.

These two varieties of mouth guards were investigated for their ability to absorb impact. The forces were applied using a pendulum type impact testing machine with a steel ball impact object (weight: 172g) attached to the point of the arm (50cm) of the pendulum (Figure 1). This apparatus was manufactured according to specifications published by Handa et al. A strain gauge which recorded the transmitted forces was attached to the centre of the labial surface of the tooth (Figure 2). The point of impact of the ball was set at the centre of the tooth, precisely where the strain gauge was positioned. Mechanical forces recorded by the strain gauges were amplified (PJ Dynamic Strain Amplifier with SGA0911 Dynamic Strain Amplifier card, Peter Jones Electronic Equipment (PTY) LTD, Rivonia, South Africa) and converted into an electric output in millivolt and stored as data by the Graphitec GL 900 4 channel logger, Graphitec Corporation (Figure 3).

A plaster model without a mouth guard was used as the control and was subjected to the impact to generate a reference, or control, reading. The mouth guards were then each sequentially fitted to the standard model fitted with the strain gauge and each was exposed to between six and 10 impacts. The pendulum was released from a distance of 10 cm from the tooth surface, which gave a potential energy of 6.6 kg m^2/s^2. The impact force through the mouth guard was measured in millivolts and these data were captured by the apparatus. An increase in the shock absorption of the mouth guard is associated with a drop in millivolts.

All recorded values were entered into the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS v. 15.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Tabled values are presented as means plus or minus the standard deviation. A statistical comparison was made using a two-way ANOVA and the Tukey multiple comparison test (p <0.01).

RESULTS

The overall means (mV) and standard deviations (7 batches exposed to six to 10 impacts) are represented in Table 1. (The higher the mV value, the less the impact absorption or vice versa).

The differences between the data recorded for the two mouth guards was tested by a Univariate analysis of variance with MAX and Proform as fixed, and batches as random factors. The Type IV mouth guard (Max) had a significantly higher level of shock absorption (Table 1) than Type III (Proform): F = 96; p < 0.001 and p = 0.94.
The variations in shock absorption between the batches per mouth guard and the interaction between batches and mouth guard were found not to be statistically significant: p>0.05. Furthermore, impact absorption on the control (where no mouth guard was used), was more than four times lower than with the mouth guards in place (Table 1), (ie the plaster model sustained an impact four times more severe).

### DISCUSSION

In this study, an apparatus was first constructed for the measurement of the shock-absorbing ability of different mouth guards (purchasing such an apparatus was prohibitively expensive). The bench-type pendulum (Figure 1) was made by an engineering company (at a fraction of the normal cost) according to the specifications published by Handa et al. The electronic components (Figure 3) were assembled from parts provided by the Peter Jones Electronic Equipment (PTY) LTD, Rivonia, South Africa. This study demonstrated that it is possible to save about 40% of the cost by making use of local companies, enabling the construction of an affordable alternative, albeit with more effort and time.

Different mouth guards have different degrees of shock absorption capacity and this is dependent on many factors such as: the materials used; the thickness of the material; the number of layers of material/s and the fit of the mouth guard. Despite these variations, all mouth guards do generally provide protection. Direct comparison of the shock absorbing values as published in the literature is mostly not possible, due to major differences in impact objects, impact strength, etc. Publications have shown a wide range of the shock absorbing potential of mouth guards and mouth guard materials. Thus, studies relying on the same settings (same laboratory) and where many different mouth guards are compared are relevant, because the values can then be directly compared.

Tests on mouth guard products do not really reveal the effect of shock absorption when a sample of the material is simply placed on a model. Therefore, this study focussed on the results of fully prepared mouth guards. It has been reported that a custom ethylene vinyl acetate mouth guard (4mm thick) showed a 40% reduction relative to the control (no mouth guard) in comparison with our values of 80% (Proform) and 88% (Max). (If we use the average control value of 386.5 mV, as shown in Table 1, to do calculations, only ~12% of the impact came through the one mouth guard (Max) and only ~20% through Proform under our experimental conditions.) A study involving the development of the “Hard and Space” mouth guard reported an impact absorption rate as high as 95%. However that mouth guard consisted of two layers of EVA with a hard middle layer of acrylic resin. Venssimo also reported on the advantages of using hard insertions in mouth guards. Kataoka tested a four layer EVA (total thickness of 4mm) in a mouth guard and found an impact absorption of 77%. This value is close to the 80% found in the current study for a 4mm thickness EVA (Proform). In contrast to many reports a study done on 18 adult mouth guards, found that “boil-and-bite” mouth guards were not inferior to custom mouth guards.

However, mouth guards are not only about high shock absorbing abilities but also about comfort, ease of speech and breathing whilst worn. In default, the appliance would not be used at all. Over the past 50 years or more the material of choice for a mouth guard has been mainly the ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA) copolymers. However, quite recently the mass produced EVA (as a “boil-and-bite”) was reported as a failure because the guard did not fit well and had poor retention. In an extensive study EVA mouthguards were shown to have a shock absorbing value of 33% in comparison with the 65% for appliances constructed with polyolefin. That study lead to the patented CustMbite MVP Mouthguard manufactured by the Bite Tec Inc which was the only guard approved by the ADA. It is claimed that this mouth guard has all the positive features of a custom-made mouth guard, but in a “boil-and-bite” format. Reportedly, it gives a good fit, causes no impairment of speech or breathing and offers protection of teeth, jaws and cranial structures. It is made from a family of the polyolefin elastomers called Vistanex which is a semi-crystalline polyolefin propylene-ethylene copolymer.

In our study, two different custom-made mouth guards were evaluated: The Max mouth guard which is made of a semi-crystalline propylene ethylene copolymer (US patent 7950394 as propylene alpha olefin polymer elastomer) and comes in different colours to satisfy users. The other mouth guard, Proform, consists of one layer of EVA (ethylene-vinyl acetate). It also comes in different colours. Today, most mouth guards are made from EVA of which the major component is a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate (vinyl ethylene vinyl acetate chemical is approved as safe by the FDA). Mouth guard sheets made from copolymers have recently become available. It was found that the shock absorption capacity of a polystyrene-polyolefin copolymer-based material was higher than that of the EVA, polyolefin-based material. A thesis investigated the impact energy absorption of three popular mouth guard materials in three different environments (saliva, water and dry). The results showed that the mouth guard PolyShock (containing EVA + polyurethane) was the most energy-absorbent material in all three environments and was a better shock absorbing mouth guard than Proform (containing EVA alone) because of the addition of polyurethane. It therefore becomes clear that the main reason why the Max mouth guard showed higher shock absorption than Proform is because of the layers of polyolefin material which are used. In a another study on five different designs of the Bioplast mouth guard, a shock-absorption rate of up to 55% was reported.

Both mouth guards tested showed a high degree of impact absorption when compared with the control where no mouth guard was used (Table 1). In the comparison to determine whether different samples of a mouth guard varied (Max or Proform) no statistically significant (p<1%) variation was found. However, in total, Max was found to be superior as far as the impact absorption (Table 1) is concerned. These two mouth guards are not the cheapest on the South African market and the cheaper ones should also be evaluated under similar conditions. Furthermore, this study was not done in vivo, which is a limitation. However, the results should still give a good indication of their value as protective devices.
CONCLUSION

Within the limits of the study it can be concluded:

1. Both mouth guards would protect teeth to a considerable extent.
2. The Max mouth guard should give better protection.
3. Although these mouth guards are more expensive than the over-the-counter varieties, both probably afford better protection, may prevent more severe dental injuries and result in greater cost savings in the long run.
4. We would like to stress the importance of using mouth guards for all those who participate in any contact sport as well as in any other activity where injury to the mouth can occur.
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